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HOMECOMING SEMI-FINALISTS

Semi-Finalists Chosen
For Homecoming Title
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brown-t’ed elementary education
and speech correction major, is
Iran Dos Galt’s. She hiss brown
hair, is 21, and a member ’,1 Kappa
Alpha Theta sorority. Iler hobbies
are swimming, tennis, golf, water
ond sti am skiing, and fashion mesh iris
in el a is sponsored by
.:t , Epsilon.
1.11 0:.rt.r. II physical education
IT1i1)01’ /EOM Bakersfield. has brown
hair and eyes, and is 5-foot 6,2 inches tall. She enjoys swimming,
skiing and sewing. Lu. 19. is it resident of Washburn Hall and is
sponsored by: Allen Hall,

Elaine Halvorsen, 21, is an elementary education major from
Hos Adel.10,. She has brown hair
5 -foot 6-inches
and blue eyes, and
1 /II- 111111
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sponsored by Delta Upsilon.
Joyee Anthony. 5 -foot 5 -inch.
Pamela Nehion. 19. is from San
hazel -eyed sociology major with
,t k brown hair, is from San Jose. She is a marketing major
Joyee. 20, likes snow ski- 111111 enjoys water and snow skiing,
ing, reading. cooking, sewing and tennis and track. Pamela is 5 -foot
,r7nesia.ci.tySj he is a member of. and 5’s inthes tall, has brown hair
sponsored by, Kappa Alpha Theta and eyes. She is a member of
Alpha Phi and its sponsored by
Patricia Argilla, a 5 -foot 5’, Alpha Phi Omega and her own
inch, blue-eyed blonde, is from Red- sorority.
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QUEEN HOPEFULSAbove are the ten candidates selected to
compete in the semi-finals for 1962 Homecoming Queen. They
are, from left to righ’: Joyce Anthony, Lisa Phelan, Pamela Nel-
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U.S.-Russian
Dilemma
Told at Talk

If

A grim picture of two nations
locked by mutual distrust. int,’

sort, Patricia Argilla, Elaine Halvorsen, Pamela Carleton, Lu
Carter, Jane Winter, Sharon Moy and Judy Allen.
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an arms race which could destroy
them both was painted yesterday
afternoon by Dr. Laurence Birns.
assistant

professor of

Dr. Sims’

history,

talk was sponsored

by the Student Peace Union ISM’
Dr. Birns traced the historical
development of the cold war and
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Disarmament, Dr. Birns said. tomorrow morning at s. in the
is not politically possible at this F.ngineering
time: the United States cannot
The representatives are interbegin disarmament because of
(fined in engineering students and
litical considerations, and the Rils- erten) is seheduled In give Mut: halfstuns cannot because the U.S. al- hour talks. These sessions are to
ready has too big an edge.
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we can hope for at this time,"
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contra) is not the same thing as the students.
’rine laxigrani is a public relations
disarmament.
not a l’ee111111114 VISIT. It
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tion would only have deterrent
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ting cities instead of offensive tier Day: is "... time -v.:,
missiles which could pinpiiint. military targets.
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Weod added that the faculty
: members use these meetings to
1 learn current trends in the industry
I and what courses in the SJS curriculum should be emphasized.
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bases ringing the Soviet Union,
demanded ft congressimial imestigation sit repirts that the l
Birris eoneholod.
government might pay part of the ransom for Cuban in, osoin
prisoners.
(isked roc immediate hmnrings
Rep. William C 1.1%1011e.
11 N ., York attorney James B. Donovan and
on negotiations brane, .
Cuban Premier Fidel Cost to tor release of the prisoners.
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Lisa Phelan n, a 5-foot 5 -inch
wood City. She is a nursing maim:
, and enjoys swirl-me,;: reading and blonde with lane eyes, is from OakI tennis. Patricia, 21, .- .1 member of land. She is 19, elementary eduaation major, and enjoys tennis,
music and sewing. Lisa is a memaer of Kappa Alpha Theta and is
sponsored by Sigma Chi,
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Committee Form
Deadline Today at 5
l’o,loy is t he opplicomal
for student -faculty committee posit ions, Forms must be in the
College Union by 5 p.m.
According to Bob \Veen’s, ASH
executive secretary, there are 15
committees and approximately 30
posts to be filled.
"The student -faculty committees
offer the student an opportunity
t., work with faculty members a,
are ellen experts in their fields
he cninmented. "This is the only
student viace in college
aftaiis " \Veers added.
Applionnts will sign for inter apon returning their forms.
The interviews are scheduled for
Manday and TlIeSIIMs.

Deadline Tuesday
For Korean Vets
Iune hundret students have r
slimed than September attendanee
slips for Korean veterans and war
orphan eompensation, the Korean
Vets Office announeed yesterday.
Those students not signing before Oct. 16 will have their checks
delayed, A spokesman for the ’Vets
Office said most of the 100 have
I een eontacted by phone, hut they
still have not responded. The Vets
mffiee stressed the fact that stuitems signing their attendance
cards late cause a problem in the
bookkeeping system.
Notice of the sign-up date dead line is always posted on the honetin hoard in the VMS Office, Arim102
The Oct. 16 date is a courtesy
extension of the deadline two
weeks ago, the Vets Office said.

Jane Muter, a kindergarten -primary education major from San
I Jose, is 20 year old. She has blonde
I hair and brawn eyes, is 5-foot g
inches tall. Jane enjoys traveling,
. sports. dancing and meeting people.
She is a member of (’hi Omega
- sorority and is sponsored hy. Delta
Sigma Phi,

Harry Von Zell
Speaks Today
On Communism
"The

Enigma

Communism"

will be the topic id this afternoon’s
!leech

by former radio and tele-

vision personality: Harry: Von Zell,
in Ti 15.5 Itt 2 lii p.m.
The talk will
’Students ,Mminst

he sponsmed by
C

m mu n ism

, SAC’.
yoni ze.I is eurrently on um speaking tour designed to inform young
’ Americans on the importance of
the Communist threat in America.
Formerly an announcer on radio
.r: I tele, isinn, Von Zell is rememtiered for his position on the
George Burns and Glarie Allen
,Show’, His current hair will also
take him to Stanford University
and Foothill College.
The t alk is the first in a planned
series 1),V Students Aeainst Conn munism. There will be no charge
or admission. and the public is in sited to attend. A question-and I’ ’’’’s’
.inswer perie,1 , -*
the

Coronation Ball
"Sat,:: a a: a /
will be the
theme my II - ,..ir s I Inmecornine
Queen Cnrenoto "I Ball. It will be
held at the Cis ie Auditorium Oct.
19 iron, 9 p.m. to 1 a.m., accord(h
i.neairmtolinMarsha Pearson. clance
A Grecian ganien
setting for the ’Inner.
will be hiehlighted
nouncement of the
Queen and her court.

will he the
The evening
hy the anFlomeeoming

Music will be provided by Walt
Toleson’s 15 -piece orehestra from
San Franciaeo.
Students may* piek ui Nils Oct.
18 and 19 in front ’it the Spartan
Bookstere and rafeteria Bids will
:lie given free to student laxly card
hohlims. Miss Pearson mastitis.

IWPw’s*
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By PRUDI STAVIG
Society Editor
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Business or Pleasure?
there h.t, r.cen a running debate over
Tor >ear,
whether or not SJS is a "big party -school."
It all depends on how you define "party -school." If you think
it miens one big blast day in and day out, then it seems SJS misses
the boat. At midterm time, as well as during finals, there’s a definite
lull in social activities and many a tired-looking student moping
about.
On the other hand, if party -school means a lot of good times
and tun interspersed with a lot of hard work and study. SJS fits in
quite nicely.
For here, students seem to mix the two well. Proof of this is
the many social items turned in for this column. If people were
partying too much, then they wouldn’t be able to stay in school
and thus, no parties at all.
Here are some of the students who seem to be able to successfully mix business and pleasure.
LONG UNDERWEAR
The ATO’s went Oakie for their annual Oakie Stomp last week.
The dress must have been a sight to behold grubbies, long underwear and various nutty garb.
Sunday. the fraternity will look on the more serious side with
installation ceremonies for new members. New members include
Jerry Collett, Dick Henry. Bud Goad, Gary Steere. Jim Baugh.
Dick Ashworth, Joe Calcagno. Steve Abreu, Ray Harris, Pete Snell,
Jim Hood and Gary Ables.
HIRER WITH USC
.A mixer dance with the senior men of the University of Santa
Clara will be in tirder from 8-12 tonight for the ladies of the Catholic
Women’s Center.
Sigma Phi Epsilon has initiated nine new members. They are
Bill Weik, Ron Smith. Paul Erickson, James Carr, Mike Heneveld,
Art Robero. Jerry Wood, Ron Candray and Jack Perkins.
Seven women have been initiated into Kappa Alpha Theta. New
members .are Leslie Biddle. Karen Clawsen, Sharon Hale. Enid
LeTourneau, Pam Henning, Carole Walker and Nancy Whitcombe.
Sigma Kappas held a dessert in honor of their new initiates.
Honored were Sue Bernardi. Dottie Gray, Julie Carnlin, Bonnie Lewis,
Pat Dering. Judy Riggs. Sue Searifino and Sue Carpenter.

(Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf," "The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillis," etc.)

HAPPINESS CAN’T BUY MONEY
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Can education bring happiness?
This is a question that in recent years has caused much
lively debate and several hundred stabbings among American
college profesj3ors. Some contend that if a student’s intellect
is; wiffieiently ’aroused, happiness will automatically follow.
Others say that to concentrate on the intellect and ignore the
rest of the personality can dnly lead to misery.
I myself favor the second view, and I offer in evidence the
well-known ca.se of Agathe Fusco.
Agathe, a forestry major, never got anything less than a
straight "A", was awarded her B.T. (Bachelor of Trees) in
only two years, her M.S.B. (Master of Sap and Bark) in only
three, and her D.B.C. (Doctor of Blight and Cutworms) in
only four.
Academic glory was hers. Her intellect was the envy of
every intellect fan on campus. But was she happy? The
answer, alas, was no. Agatheshe knew not whywas miserable, so ’miserable, in fact, that one day while walking across
campus, she was suddenly so overcome with melancholy that
she flang herself, weeping, upon the statue of the Founder.
By and by a liberal arts major named R. Twinkle Plenty came
by with his yoyo. He noted Agathe’s condition. "How come
you’re so unhappy, hey?" said R. Twinkle.
"Suppose you tell me, you dumb old liberal arts major,"
replied Agathe peevishly.

-

41are. YOWCYO:S7A2Ked7. Wtibac
"All right, I will," said R. Twinkle. "You are unhappy for
two reasons. First, because you have been so busy stuffing
your intellect that you have gone and starved your psyche. I’ve
got nothing against learning, mind you, hut a person oughtn’t
tso neglect the pleasant, gentle amenities of lifethe fun
things. Have you, for instance, ever been to a dance?"
Agathe shook her head.
"Have you ever watched a sunset? Written a poem? Smok,
a Marlboro Cigarette?"
Agathe shook her head.
"Well. we’ll fix that right now!" said R.Twinkle and gave Fol.
a Marlboro and struck a match.
She puffed. and then for the first time in twelve or fifteen
years, she smiled. "Wow!" she cried. "Marlboros are a fun thing!
What flavor! What filter! What pack or box! Wbat a lot to
like! From now on I will smoke Marlboros, and never have
another unhappy day!"
"Hold!" said It. Twinkle. "Marlboros alone will not solve
your problem only half of it. Remember I said there were
two things making you unhappy?"
"Oh, yeah," said Agathe. "What’s the other one?"
"How long have you had that bear trap on your foot?"
said R. Twinkle.
"I stepped on it during is field trip in my freshman year,"
said Agathe. "I keep meaning to have it taken off."
"Allow me," said R. Twinkle and removed it.
"Land sakes, what a relief!" said Agathe, now totally happy,
and took R. Twinkle’s hand and led him to a Marlboro vendor’s
and then to a justice of the peace.
Today Agathe is II perfectly fulfilled woman, both intellectwise and personalitywise. She lives in a darling split-level
-till k,,p,
hon., with R. Twinkle and their 17 children. and
busy in the forestry game. 1/nly last month. in iaet..! I..
Consultant on Sawdust to the American Butcher: (
of
was named an Honorary Sequoia by the iirk
Las Vegas, and she published a best-selling book called I was
vi Slippery Elm for the FBI.
*
The makers of Marlboro are pleased that Apatite is finally
out 01 the trootlsand so will you be it your goal so smutting
pleasure. Just try a Marlboro.
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Marshal Tito Keeps
Red ’Bad Boy’ Tag
By PHIL NEWSOM
UPI Foreign News Analyst
As a communist. Yugoslavia’s
Marshal Tito always has made it
clear that in case of a war between East and West. he would
be on the side of the Soviet
Union.
But as a Yugoslav he also has
insisted that Yugoslavia would
attain the Communist Utopia by
its own path, independent of
Moscow.
It was this bit of independence
which induced the United States
to extend to Tito over the years
aid totaling around a billion dollars. It also led Congress in the
most recently passed foreign aid
bill to continue President Kennedy’s discretionary pcnvers to
give him more aid in the form of
food, medicine and clothing.
As for the Kremlin, it expelled
Tito from the Cominform in
1948 and he remained in the
deep freeze until the BulganinKhrushchev visit to Belgrade in
1955. In that visit the Kremlin
leaders apoligized for past treatment and in a joint declaration
with Tito said that every nation
had the right to develop its own
social system and its own form
of socialism.
BACK INTO FREEZER
Things seemed better for a
while, but then came 1956 and
Soviet intervention in the Hungarian revolt. Tito denounced
the action as a "fatal eri or" and
joined the United States in backing a resolution in the United
Nations demanding immediate
evacuation of Soviet troops from
Hungary.
Back he went into the Kremlin freezer.
There the situation remained
until about a year ago when
Khrushchev’s quarrel with Peiping apparently led him to decide on a new effort to consolidate European Communist nations in an economic and political bloc.
The Ipso!t was last week’s

it to Belgrade of Soviet President Leonid I. Brezhnev.
Advance reports said one of
Brezhev’s assignments would be
to line up Yugoslav support for
the Kremlin’s announced plan
to sign a separate peace treaty
with East Germany.
TRIP A FAILURE
The final communique indicated failure, not only on this
assignment but on other as well.
It called for a German peace
treaty but made no mention of a
separate treaty with East Germany.
The communique also called
for an improvement in United
Nations’ "activity" but made no
mention of Khrushchev’s threeheaded troika plan to reorganize
the office of the secretary general.
If Brezhnev’s trip was designed as another apology to Tito,
it does not seem to have been
accepted too whole-heartedly.
_

’Military Action
Only Means Left’

’Why Doesn’t U.S.
Convince Sooth?’

Editor:
The situation in Ole Miss arose
because of the failure of non forcible met h ods to persuade
Mississippians of the justice of
the cause of integration.
The use of indoctrination and
conditioning is impossible in the
South since these methods of
persuasion depend upon the cultural environment which, in the
South. is entirely pro-segregation. These are, in fact, the
methods by which segtegationism
is propagated in the South.
Logical reasoning and argument have proved ineffectual.
Many integrationsits, in fact,
claim to be supporting the very
ideals which make their positions
untenable. In support of this. I
need only recall the glowing appeals of segregationists against
tyranny, for the Constitution.
for the Declaration of Independence, "... that all men are created equal . . .", and other traditional political status symbols.
In conclusion, the military police action taken in the Meredith
case was the only means left
for the persuasion necessary to
protect the rights of James Meredith and all other people of his
race in the South.
John Paulson
ASB A4229

Editor:
Let us examine ourselves, as
Miss Hartley suggests in her
letter ’Thrust and Parry, Oct.
III Surely every responsible
American is aware of the problem of segregation; aware that
this pioblem has been around
for a long time.
Why then have we allowed
this problem to remain unsolved
for as long as we have? If we
believe in integration, why have
we not tried to present our case
logically and fairly to the people
most concerned, the people of
the South?
Why have we only allowed

Spaztan2)aiti

Why don’t people like James
Met edith and the NAACP insist that the federal government
convince the people who oppose
integration that they are Wiling,
by the use of logic and intellect,
instead of insisting that they
can be convinced only by force
and coercion.
Force and coercion may make
people accept integration, but
will it convince them that integration is right?
Bob Kreps
ABB A3158
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pressure groups and actions by
individuals to become the means
of solving the problem? Is this
not the worst, the most painful,
the wrong way to solve the
problem?
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The
Austria 1 UPIt
"Stadttheater" icily thein the Gorman-speaking
sort(’ is located in this small
in Upper
town cra the Danube
Austria. But its antiquity is only
part of the little showplace’s
claim to fame.
The theater, opened in 1791,
isn the second and top floor
ancient courthouse,
al the town’s
whose foundations were laid in
of exist DRS In its 171 years
the theater has changed
only in custeins, not in appearance.
Seldinn used for performances
now. the theater in its heyday
seated about 200 persons, of

to DUKE
ELLINGTON
end his famous orchestra
Dm 7 pm
TLI2 2455
2215
Powell St

FACK’S

%oven the more prosperous
bought lifetime seats. This gate
rise to the term ,sperrsitz"
locked seat as the patron could
bar it with a chain and padlock
if he wasn’t planning to attend
the next show.
The audience brought its own
heating equipment - - bricks,
which were heated in a kitchen
below the theater --- and placed
on the floor in front of the
patron so he (amid keep his feet
warm.
The town jail, adjacent to the
theater, is located in such a way
that an inmate can watch a performance from his cell. The jall
is rarely inhabited now, but in
the old days the more numerous
Inmates created a problem. To
keep them from disturbing performances by heckling -- a common occurrence
the theater
management would order up a
meal for them to break the
monotony of jail fare.
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What Do You Consider
The Greatest Invention?
By JODY KINCAID
Photos by Barry Stevenson
Kenneth LKerand, senior, engineering:
"Considering my major, I would say the greatest is electricity. The next, I don’t know how it
is classified, but I would think atomic power
could be listed. Last, although it isn’t too weU
established, I think the conversion of sea water
to fresh water."

Jeff Luebbers, freshman, engineering:
"First I’d say the printing press, and then
electricity. Finally I think It’s a toss-up between
the wheel and the principles of aeronautics,
probably the latter."

Duane Kline,
management:

frextutuut.

busittev.-Industriall

"I think women would be on my list, although
there are lots of people who would say that was
debatable. Then I would add such trivial matters
as cars and just life in general."
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PHOTO
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HALL MARK
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Margaret Yutzy, junior, social work:
"I don’t know why, but the typewriter is the
first thing that I think of, even though I don’t
like to use one especially. Then I think the automobile and the sewing machine would conclude
the group."

We cpee S. und H. Green Stamps
Mary Magnuson, Junior, social service:

tZwz451-/Our

22nd

MACY

VW Sersrmg San JO5P State Students

518 So. 10th St. near William

Phone 292-5502
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.qtaleitts Against Communism
present

Harry Von Zell
(Noted Radio -TV Personality)
speaking on

’The Enigma of Communism"
Everyone is Invited to Attend
Tower Hall 55

2:30 p.m.

Friday

* * *

*
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STEAKS
STEAKS
STEAKS
SPECIALSunday, Monday, Tuesday
of every week
TOP SIRLOIN STEAK DINNER

$1.19
Includes: Salad, Baked Potato, Chile, Garlic Bread

SPECIALWednesday, Thursday, Friday,
Saturday of every week
FILET OF RIB

$1.24
Includes: Salad, Baked Potato, Chile, Garlic Bread
For Dessert Try a Quarter of a Pie
for a Quarter

Julian IV Steaks
4th & JULIAN
STREETS

Open 111 12:00 P.M.

"I don’t know too much about inventions, but
I feel the steam engine would be one of the
greatest, the theory of evolution, and I really
can’t be too sure of the last but philosophical
writings would be great contributions."

Robert Jennings, senior, philosophy:
"I lay so little stock in inventions that I’d
rather not comment. So much is a gimmick. But
the discovery of the wheel, and perhaps the development of gunpowder by the Chinese would
be in my inventory. I would say the last thing
could possibly be the internal combustion engine."

Art Studio Service
Strives To Assist
Student Teachers

Friday Oct 12 1962

SPARTAN DAILYII

For the Record
By BOB PACIN1
Fine Arts Editor

THE MYSTICAL AND THE EXOTIC
Music and dance of India dominates the stage of the Civic
Auditorium tonight beginning at 8:30 when the curtain rises On
the Uday Shankar Hindu Dancers
Mystical dances. authentic Indian music and exotic costumes
make the production one of the best introductions to Hindu folk
music and dance.
The dance group is in this country under the autiiice, of international impressario Saul Hurok.
THEATER Gl’11.11 OPENING
The San Jose Theater Guild opens its 1962-63 season tonight
with a performance of Tennessee Williams’ study in tendernees
brutality, "A Streetcar Named Desire." The play will he repeated
tomorrow night and again next Friday and Saturday.
The productions are staged in the Montgomery Theater, in
Civic Auditorium,
The Theater Guild Ls also scheduling for later production.
Shakespeare’s "Othello," and "Dial M for Murder."
MASTERS RECITAL
Sidney Gowdey, an SJS graduate student will present be:
masters degree recital Tuesday evening at 8:30 in Concert Hall.
Mrs. Gowdey, a graduate of the University of Washington, was a
Bay Area resident. She has taught music at Olympic Junior College at Bremerton, Wash.
Mrs. Gowdey’s program will
include the Prelude and Fugue
in B flat from Bach’s "Well
FROM HAWAII
Tempered Clavier," the opus 109
Crisprfrsh 3.floorete vamlo
Sonata ot Beethoven and the
orcl,d corsage ir del;worod
complete opus 28 Preludes of
$250 eck Bulk raw
Chopin.
75 e 20$1.50
ANCIENT THEATER ART
POLYNESIAN EXOTICS
The Foo Hsing Children’s The410 Nahua St., Waikiki, Hava2
ater of Taiwan brings a fascinating evening of Chinese folk tales,
re
acrobatics, dance and music to
the Masonic Auditorium in San
Francisco, Oct. 24-28.
Audiences will have an opportunity to see one of the theater’s
oldest arts, the ancient traditional face-painting of the Chinese Theater, more than 2,000
years old.
Face-painting is of prime imFAMOUS
portance in the Chinese Theater.
STEAK
Actors pride themselves on the
DINNER
skill and often take as long as
four hours to apply makeup.
MOZART AND GOODMAN
VISIT
Mozart and Benny Goodman
EDUCATION ON TIME
OUR
will combine forces in Morris
NEW YORK (UPI)
Pay-asDailey Auditorium Oct. 26 when
Lariat
you-learn financing achieved new
the famed clarinetist performs
prominence as a fact of campus
with the Oakland Symphony
Room
life this fall when the largest
Mozart’s Concerto for Clarinet
SOON
crop of college freshmen in the
Major.
in
A
Orchestra
and
nation’s history enrolled.
Goodman, who is probably
Robert J. Keit% president of
more well known for his work
the Tuition Plan, Inc., largest
on the band stand, has also apof the institutions specializing
AL’S
peared with most of America’s
In financing of academic costs,
EARL’S
symphony orchestras.
STEAK HOUSE
said more than half of this year’s
The performance will be free
S ire? l 72 E_ SANTA CLARA
1,110,000 freshmen use credit of
to students and faculty. Genone sort or another to pay college
eral admission will he $1.50.

Student teachers and those enrolled in observation courses are
invited to take advantage of the
Art Service Studio, located in
A104.
This service is offered to help
in the designing and preparing of
visual aids for the classroom,
such as bulletin boards, charts,
flash cards. posters and threedimen.sional displays.
During the Art Studio’s hours,
an art assistant will be present
to help students with any design
or construction problems connected with their teaching or
observing assignments.
Graduate art students Dorothy
S. Courtney and Peter Teneau
will serve as assistants.
Supplies will be provided. However, these will be limited to that
material required for the production of teaching aid,. Student
teachers will not be given material to distribute in their
classes.
Education students, other than
student teachers and observers,
may use the studio facilities and
assistance only upon presentation of written requests from
their instructors, or written consent from the head of the art
department. They must provide
their own materials.
Teachers and observers, however, will be given first preference, as the studio is primarily
designed for their use, Mr.
Teneau said.
The studio will remain open
from 2:30 to 6:30 p.m. on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays,
and from 6 p.m. to 10 p.m. on
Tuesdays and Thursdays. It will
remain open for the entire semester through final week.

IT’S THE TALK
OF SAN JOSE!

ANGELO’S

=i NGELO’S

’WHO’S WHO’ OF MUSIC

Phi Mu Alpha Plans Recital
Music ranging from the Baroque to the contemporary will be
presented by the SJS chapter of
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonla Oct. 30,
at 8:15 in Concert Hall.
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia is a
professional music fraternity
whose roster reads like a "Who’s
Who" of the music world.
The recital will include music
of such widely separated composers as Vivaldi, a Baroque master and Hindemith, one of the
giants of modern music.
Also included on the program
are works by Baufil, Galliard,
Wal-Berg, Bach and Poulenc.
Highlighting the program will
be a performance of Three
Pieces for clarinet and bassoon
by Stanley Tice, an SJS student.
The fraternity was founded in
October of 1898 by Ossian E.
Mills, at the New England Conservatory of Music in Boston.
The name was changed to Phi
gested by the American composer George Chadwick, then director of the school of music.

The name was change to Phi
Mu Alpha Sinfonia Fraternity in
1905.
The present membership supports 202 chapters and 46 alumni chapters.
The local chapter of Phi Mu
Alpha was granted a charter in
1929. Current president is Allan
Stitt. Dr. Robert Hare, associate
professor of music, is faculty adviser.
The original membership at
SJS numbered 19. Of the original 19, two are still at the college. They are Dr. Fm-rest J.
Baird and Thomas Eagan, both
professors of music.
Six of the 19 are currently
teaching music in various parts
of California.
Five years ago the local chapter had a membership of 12.
This semester membership has
climbed to 40.
Membership at SJS is based
on an interest in music, a B
average in music courses and a
C overall average.

STATE MEAT MARKET

Music and non -music majors
are eligible to join.
Members of the fraternity can
be found in all fields of musical
activity. Membership includes
students, conductors, performets,
composers, arrangers, teachers
and representatives from radio,
television and motion pictures.
Well known conductors in the
organization include Arthur
Fiedler, William Steinberg and
Leopold Stokowski.
Among the singers are Andy
Griffin, Robert Merril and Burl
Ives.
Other famous members are
Van Cliburn, winner of the International Tchaikowski competition in Moscow, famed violinist
Jascha Heitetz, Mitch Miller,
Stan Kenton and compose!’ Aaron Copeland

111411111113
This week

Complete Line of First
Quality Meats, Wholesale and Retail

Small Lion Lamb Chops, A or AA
Fresh Spareribs, small size
Pork Chops, center cut
Beef Liver, sliced

’2"
92
52
82c
45
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Armour Star Canned Picnic
4 Pound size
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ERASE WITHOUT A TRACE
ON EATON’S CORRXSABLE BOND
Typing errors never show on Corris- able. The special surface of this paper makes it possible to erase without
tracewith just an ordinary pencil eraser. Results: efrass
looking, perfectly typed papers. Next time you sit down
at the keyboard, make no mistaketype on Cortiaahis1
Your choice of Corrisable in
,11.7:
light, medium, heavy weights and
/
Onion Skin. In handy 100sheet packets and S00-sheet
"44
boxes. Only Eaton makes
Corrisable.
A 13srksitirs Typewriter Paper
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Photo Schedule Lone Male Position
Starts Monday ’Old Hat’ to Prof
For LaTorre
La Torre, the campus yearbook.
has set up a photo schedule, to
begin next week, according to Business Manager Ron Hall. All the
photos will be taken in the Inner
Quad, weather permitting. Any deviation from the schedule, due to
Inclement weather, will he posted
on the La Torre staff room door.
3117.
Freshmen are scheduled for
Tuesday and Thursday from 11
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. and 2 to 4 p.m.
Sophomores are scheduled for Monday. from 2 to 4 p.m.. and juniors
no Wednesday. from ’2 to 4 p.m.
The deadline for La Torre residence contracts has been extended
into next week.
Residence groups that wish to be
photographed and have not received contracts, should contact the
La Torre staff. J117.

DON’T BE DISAPPOINTED!!
CALL US NOW FOR YOUR

PSA
THANKSGIVING
RESERVATIONS

74 W. Son Carlos

CT 7-1700

lSi BOB DU NN
To be the sole male among a
i group of women is a situation
hopefully anticipated by many
men, disdained by relatively few.
but just plain "old hat" to Dr.
Laurence Smardan, associate professor of home essmornics.
Dr. Smaidan has become relatively used to his position as the
first and only male in the SJS
home economics department. He
reports however. that more anti
more men are becoming home economic teachers, specializing primarily in the areas of child development and family relationships.
REMAINS BLASE
The lone male faculty member
in the depaitment has another
reason tor iemainina blase about
the whole affair. It seems the situation is about the same at home.
His household consists of a wife
and three daughters
Dr. Smardan came to SJS in
Ia59. as a temporary replacement
Dr. Mary Ellen Durrett. wh:
is on leave of absence at th
His initial assianment VSH: th
nild development lab, although he
cranarily teaches courses in tam relationships and piepaiatical
:.1. marriage now.
Teaching in this area. Dr. SmarIan makes no claim to being "the
mswer man." He feels rather that
.nose courses are designed to en,aurage serious thought to the
many factors influencing interpersonal iclatianships witnin the (amTKETS
5 &00
I.,

$1.25
AVAILABLE
SHERMAN Clat
BOt OFFICE
C(3-6252

OCTOBER 12, 13 and 19, 20-8:30 P.M.
Montgomery ’Neer,. Cc Auditor,uns

GET A BIKE AT

Pe...qeot

DESIMONE’S

10 -speed:

made-Automoto
Beaut1ful

colors,

27" x 11/4" wheels. Dual bar
stern, Mafac center pull

The SJS Nest it,,, Club will hold’

’WILD BILL’ HITS THE DUST

teacher-,

ready to ride

69.95

including coaster brakes, 3
speeds & 10 speeds to choose from

Many other bicycles

SPARTAN SPECIAL

REG. 3.49

Dural spring carriers

DESIMONE’S
72 S. 2nd

269

EXPERT REPAIRING
RENTALS
PARTS
BICYCLE ACCESSORIES

CYpress 3-5808

DID YOU KNOW
There is a

Big Ben Root Beer
Drive-In
at the corner of
13th and Empire Streets?
Only six blocks
from campus
Same delicious food .

Accountants Plan
Initiation Tonight
Dr. Phil Barrett. minister of the
East Presbyterian Church of San
.Jose, will address members of
Alpha Eta Sigma, honorary ac,,,unting society, at its Initiation
Ilanquet tonight at 7:30. at the .
lIerry Farm in Santa Clara.
Those wishing to attend are
oked to sign up in TH118 this
dternoon.

Swan Co-Author
Joe E. Swan, assistant professor
cf journalism, is among co-authors
ho contributed to a new journal-m textbook, Modern Journalism.
....Wished this month by Pitman
1’ :Wishing Corp., New York City.

Comedy, rock and roll, blues and
folk songs will he some of the entertainment featured tomorrow
night in the 6:40 pre -game activities show to precede the IdahoSJS football game in Spartan
Stadium.
The piogram will clam and close
with numbers from The Galaxies.
a rock and roll combo led by Pete
Vernaci, freshman music major.
The combo has performed for pregame shows last fall and during
half-time at basketball games.
Norma Break. sophomere music
major. will sing. She has sung for
local civic otganizations and for
soldiers stationed at Monterey and
at the Presidio in San Fiancisco.
COMEDY SKITFour members of Kappa Kappa Gamma sororThe Pmeressions, a dance Mind
vsatirh has pc:loam:NI at sta..
ity will perform an original western melodrama skit for the 6:40
pre-game activities tomorrow. "Wild Bill Hiccup" is the title of
campus functions and is led
their effort. The cast includes, from left to right, Barbara Murphy,
Barry Richardscn, senior math
Sydney
major. will accompany blues singe:.
(kneeling), Carol Collins, (reclining), Carole Betega and
Kathy Kelly. Kathy. sophomorcWood, (standing).
baralish major, has just returned
:rain London where she performed
at several popular nightclubs.
Howard Budwin, senior speech
and drama major, will perform
folk songs. He has performed professionally at the Purple Onion in
GREENVILLE, Miss. I UPI
- San Francisco, the Ash Grove in
I The state’s racial strife has af- Los Angeles, the Road House in
fected business dealings between Chicago. and the Dunes and
some Mississippi and northern hara in Las Vegas.
Four ladies of Kappa Kappa
The special -Send Hume Edi firms, it was revealed Wednesday. Gamma sorority will act out a
Koestler Tile Company said it
tion" of the Spartan Daily will be
eomedy skit entitled, "Wild Bill
ordered 1,000 correspondHiccup," which they wrote them hot oft the press Wednesday morn- recently
ence forms from Recent Stand
,
selves.
ing.
Forms. Inc.. Philadelphia. Koestler
Barbershop music will be
Sponsored and edited by Sigma said it received this reply.:
the Varsity Quartet, a group
Delta Chi. professional journalism I
"Thank you for your order for by
society, this year’s edition will ’ 1,000 form -1100. I’m afraid we are which has entertained for civic orga nizations and for servicemen at
feature stories concerning the !
ing to have to hold up your orderi
rapid growth of the SJS campus.1 until the government of :Mississippi Fort Ord.
Dr. Gus Lease, ass,.c ...
"The purpose of the special etli- settles its differences with the govlion is to give the parents and I ernment of the United States.
friends of SJS students a good There is nothing pet scnal in this,
idea of the cultural and educa- I if course. hut it troubles our contional opportunit ie.: offered on science to do business with a state
campus." said Keith Takahashi. that is in rebellion against the
president of the
federal government."
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BIG BEN ROOT BEER
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the parking problem II.
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’Send Home’ Tension Affects
Dailies Due Inter-State Deals
Wednesday
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Same reasonable prices ...

vetopment is derived from public tundergraduittesi or a atIntra.un
utilities such as telephones and of nine units for graduates
A long waiting list seeifies
candy bar machines.
the
No pets are allowed in this city, popularity of low-cost li.eistng
student
couples, l’he liceaing
but children are welcome.
st
(ice reports is waiting list of
Oa
Spartan City, a low -rent housing
A couple must wait nine mon%
students.
development for married
to a year before their flame
heads
operates with its own governing
the list, but anyone can live
board to iron out local problems.
a
Spartan
City
if
he
is
stilling
a
Forty-eight units have a single
wait.
bedroom each: 100 units have two
Each apartment comes furnished
bedrooms each for families with
except for a refrigerator Spouses
children.
may add a decorator’s much
alth
Total cost per month averages
:drapes. knick-knacks, and rugs.
$42.
,couples must also furnish hou
To be eligible to apply to live wares such as dishes,
ail ironing
in Spartan City, a couple must:
board, and other "wife eaciipmeor
already be married when apFacilities of Spartan City a.
plying,
dude a maintenance department.
have one member a student at
a children’s playground with equIp.
SJS, and
12
units
(Continued on Page RI
of
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Pre-Game Entertainment
To Feature Skits, Music

’Camp’ Bylaws
Change Seen

brakes, Huret Allait derailerse+ up-adjustedaytd. &

Spartan CityNo Taxes
o Pets Just Children

its regular meeting Sunday at 8,
ixm. in the lounge of the Catholic.
His special conxern is aiding Women’s Center. according to Rev
the students in thinking through Father Cyril V. Leach, club chapthe wise choice of a marital part- lain.
ner.
The meeting will feature inforDr. Smardan received his B.A.. Mal group discussion about the
(Editor’s Note: This is the second in
and M.S. from the University of Catholic Church and other topics a wkly series dealing with businst.
Southern California. and his Ph.D. of interest to students. Father Rferprises connected with San Jose
from Cornell University in Ithaca, Leach said.
State)
N.Y.
Bs JANE HOYT
The Newman Club features a
EN. -MARRIAGE COUNSELOR
three-point prog rain I ir Cat holies 1 Nestled un either side of Spartan
Ile became intensely interested and other students. Social, re- Stadium is a city within a city.
in teaching family relationships ligious, and educational programs !governed by its own mayor and
after working for three years as a are being planned aa roe
tor ’city council. Although there are
marriage counselor in Los Angeles. the coming seineno city taxes, money for civic deIt was then that he sensed that
many serious marital problems
could be avoided if the individuals
concerned knew how to cope with
them. "Serious thought to the marriage relationship prior to marriage is extremely important," hi
emphasized.
Dr. Smardan chose teaching in
this arca as the best means ’If
reaching the widest audience ot
future married pelsons and future

ASB Graduate Representat is c.
Rod Diridon has been named .
chairman of a special examination
committee to look into possible
alteration of Spartacamp. Orientation. and Freshman Camp committee bylaws.
The group will attempt to develop "the most equitable selection
process possible" for counselors
and committee members in these
activities.
Those assisting Diridon in the
!examination are: Dr. Lowell NI
’Walter. chief counselor in student
!personnel. Dr. Royce G. Jones.
personnel counselor, and Associate
[leans of Students, Dr. Robert S
Martin and Janet D. Douglas.
ASB President Bill Hauck wil.
-erse in an ex -officio capacity.
Mary Ann Fudge will serve
;cast chairman of Freshman Cam;
John Olsen. as past chairman ,c1
Spartacamp, Sue Curia, as past
sano as Student Council Retirehairman of Orientation: Bob Pi-aria, as Student Council Representative. and Bob Weers as Excceutive Braneh Represent:like.

Friday, Oet.
12, lee,
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Canterbury Regional Conference .49
Bishop Pike, you’re out of luck.
less you can come over here Suede
to hear our delegates rehash it.
(At Canterbury suppers, only IN
ideas are rehash I
CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER
300 South Tenth

GRACE BAPTIST CHURCH
484 East San Fernando
Gearg "Shady" Cowes
Baptist College Chaplin

z

Wesley
Foundation

John I.4
Pastor

441 South 100
Street

WESTMINSTER
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
The Alameda at Shasta
CY 4 7447
John Kilos College Club
9:40 sm,
"Science & Christianity"
Protestor Georg* Blount
(Cal. Tech.. M.A.)
11:15 pm
Intervarsity staff rnn
Jim Burney will be the speaker.
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TV DISCUSSIONFather Cyril V. Leach, second from left, SJS
Newman Club chaplain, and a group of SJS students will be fea-
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fact
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secular schools in the United States theology is a regularly taught
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How to Solve introductory Accounting Problems

$2.95
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How to Solve Accounting Problems
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Outlines and Reviews in All Subjects
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Nor
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Jim Balt ey. a fast -swimming
sophomore. and tour returning lettermen fain the nucleus of the
COP squad.

l’resno State.
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;y ts. result
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Coach Lee Waltnn WAN extremely
pleased with his team’s triumph
SPARTAN
over Foethill. calling it -one of our
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year."
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SJS-Idahe
Stanford-WSU
Mine -NW
Wash-Ors St
Wis-N.D.
Ohio St-111
Duke -Cal
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Rice -Ore
UOP.LA St
re:as-Okla
PurdueMiami(0)
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Oak -Den
:14.,6-1340

W
64
W
W
0

(24-21)
(I4-7)
(14-7)
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W
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(28-13)
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(20-13)
(35-7)
08-21)
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San Jose vs. Idaho
STADIUM
13, 1962
STARTING LINEUPS

.1., 4.1 was partielilarly
SAN JOSE
pr. use for defensive whiz Path
Name
lie. Lee held usually’ hi0,11-seoring No,
Foothill forwal.I Bill Birch to one 86 Dave Johnson
hiwest output of the 75 Larry Hansen
his
69 Ron McBride
season.
Jun Monsees. who lead all scor- 52 Rod Thomas
ers %% Ms three goals, played his 72 Walt Firstbrook
14-st gaine of the year, according 79 Joe Gibbons
II Walton. John Henry and Jim 83 Chuck Elder
Baugh were also lauded by the 15 Rand Carter
Spartan mentor for their outstand- 21 Pete Demos
ing defensive play.
42 Wal+ Roberts
Steve Skold. Herm Radloff and 32 Johnny Johnson
Bautf.h tossed in two scores each
SAN JOSE
to follow Monsees. The left-handed
11 Bonilla:, 08
Monsees leads the locals in season
12 Evans, QB
..,oring with 29 goals. while Skold
14 Kane, QB
has hit 24.
IS Cartier. QB
Coach P.ill Antilla’s Tigers aren’t 21 Demos, HE
22 Doss, HB
23 Oleson, HB
25 Jackson, HB
31 Bonetto, FB
31 Johnson, J.. FB
33 Darone. FB
34 Engel, H., FB
35 Miller, FB
41 Doslak, HB
42 Roberts. HB
41 Paterson, HB
44 Collette, HB
45 Nichols, HB
51 Libarle. C
52 Thomas, C
53 Devine, C
ALL
54 Mumma, C
55
Wilsey, FB
CARS
60 Tura, FB
61 Myers, G
An Other Car Services
62 Lincoln. G
63 Peters. G
at Discount Prices
64 Bass, G
65 Lychak. G
1 DISCOUNT LUBRITORIUM
67 Engel, F., G
Cr 5-6257
6t6 & KEYES
68 Davis, G
vampre 69 McBride. G

Wt.
185

210
205
248
220
203
205
185
191
160

182
70
71
72
74
75
76
77
79
BO
81
82
83
85
86
87
88
89

EXPERT
LUBRICATION
98c

,

Pos.
LFR
LTR
LGR
C
RGL
RTL
REL
QB
LHR
RHL
FB

IDAHO
No. Name
81 Mike Mayne
70 Max Leetzow
68 Dennis Almquist
50 Bob Ames
66 Don Matthews
75 Ellery Brown
83 Larry Stachler
15 Gary Gagnon
43 Ron Kulm
42 Rich Naccarato
38 Galen Rogers

Anderson, T
Perry 6
Firstbroolt G
Ludy, T
Hansen, T
Schell, T
Welch, I
Gibbons. 1
Caddie, E
DeMonner, E
Holland. 1
Elder, E
Kaumeheiwa. E
Johnson. D E
Machutes. E
McFarland. E
Rocks, E

IDAHO
II
14
16
18
20
21
22
24
25
34
35
36
37
38
39

Goodwin. 011
Gagnon, QB
Mires, QB
Whiles. QB
Strohmeyer. QB
Thomas, 1-18
Smith. HB
Whitney, HB
Johnson. HB
Bogue, FB
Hammond, FB
Meyer, FB
Blackwell, C
Rogers. FB
Jo:cian, FB

,

-

Wt.
220
200
210
225
202
228
195
160
185
170
195

Pressey. HB
Naccarate H8
K2lm, HB
Rice. HB
Goodpaster, HB
Ames, C
Buratto, C
Lawerence, C
Sloth, C
Baumann, G
Elder. G
Strong, G
Doss. G
Dunbar, G
Mettheivs, G
Ruby, G
Almguist G
Leetsow, T
Fancher, T
Waters, T
Patterson. T
Moran, T
Brown. T
Brown. H., T
Cramer, T
Manahan, E
Mayne, E
Jones. E
Steckler, E
Osborne, E
Leyde, E
Westlake, T
Klidzjes, E
Nelson, E

,
,
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Announcing Pre-Season
Specials
After SkiBoots

Reg. $10.95 to $14.95

As low as $4.95
ars

Stretch Pants

Reg. $29.95 to $49.95

As low as $19.95
Ladies Parkas Up To 1/3 Off
SPECIALIZING IN ONLY THE
BEST IN SKI EQUIPMENT
SKIS: Head, Kneissl, Kastle, Sohler, Northland
BOOTS: Roge, Stroltz, Koflach, Henke
FASHIONS BY: Bogner, Roffe, Meggi, Sport-Alm

SPORT
CENTER
FREEMAN’S
295-7697
244 S. SECOND ST.
*

Free Parking in Rear

* Open Mon. & Thurs. ’Til 9:00 p.m.

S (14-12)
Sk4 ( (215; .161 o)
SSM :27(06i41:.642;
W 128-20)
W )134)
0 (30-8)
D 121-161
U (27.211
O (84)
U (32-13)
0 (21.20)
P (1412)
S (27.24)
O (35-20)
B (24-17j

JONES
(201)

GUI/OR
(30-12)

)
W (28-21)
W (12-7)
0 04-6)
D (25-13)
U (12-6)
0 (17-16)
U (21-14)
5 (14-13)
P 121-13)
C (35-32)
0 (21-6)
B (28-24)

S (21-13F
W (24-4)
M (14-7)
W (21 5)
N (71-8)
0 (45.0)
D (28-13)
U (21-111)
R (14-13)

HENRY
(28.14)
S (24-8)
S (14.7)_
1.4 (7-0)
W (21-14)
W (14.12)
O (27.14)
D (36-12)_
N (211-21)
O (14-12)
U (24.13)
T (21 17)
P (42-14)
C (34.30)
D (41.28)
C (2824)

Determined to impnive upon his
2-I losing season of last year. frosh
football cliach Bob Jones will lead
his charges to San Luis Obispo
this afternoon in an attempt to
defeat a strong Cal Poly J.V. outfit. Kick-off is set at 3.
It :sill be the Spartahabes first
of six ’62 games, all to be played
on the opponents’ field.
Despite the fact that two regu-.
MIN will miss the contest, Jones

feels that his squad e m ..,,,,,t
shape and is remly to compete
against the 111.111T. experienced C,i,1
Poly unit.

Yankees-Giants Resume
1
World Series Action

e.’1triiiinnignsg. the smooth passing lien!.
in the backfield will be Bob I! .
175 pound, :
kins 1510"

TU
P
C
D
8

((2218:270))
(34-13)
(23-13)
(414)
(28-14)

Absent because of injuries are
quarterback Bob Miller and tackle
itieh Weber.
Ken Berry, whose in. :
been raziir sharp in rem.’:,
outs, will he the starting Q1’, ...
Ned Reilley is also expected
some signal calling for the S;

’ po"juanr(1171 lIttlatrhrea".r’:inni1n6:42":1,,,,, ..’il2
Iry f:obhs 163"
195 pounds;
1 faliavsniakLeete,ie

1

7r/A

,

40
42
43
44
46
50
51
53
57
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
70
71
72
73
74
75
77
79
80
81
82
83
85
86
87
88
89

ANDERSON
(I i 7)

Frosh Gridders Open
1962 Season Today

A
l’ANCISCD
co :ti forced cancel la I
s’. ;!:"
scheduled workouts 1.1
the Nt
York Yankee’s and San
Frimcisco Giants at Candlestick
Park.
The two teams had been slated
to stage workouts in preparation
for the sixth game of the World
Series Friday.
The weatherman wasn’t too optimistic about the future. either.
was
present
storm
"The
1/10.% over the Bay
.4.11CdUlfII
III
11111
11111M
ANCH1 IN181 "19.M 10,4 1
Area early yesterday raters:lion.
to wit Is
hot another idle tar
on the way in," reported the
Weather Bureau. "We do not
k
it it m0itild 4.rive in time

sblp the scheduled game today."
Meanwhile, Manager Ralph
Houk of the Yankees pondered
whether to pitch Whitey Ford.
!Bill Stafford or one of the second line hurlers.
The odds-makers in New York
rated it even money if it is Stafford against Billy Pierce, who is
scheduled to go for the Giants. If
Ford hurls. the odds-makers have
it 61,2 to 5 for the Yankees. The
series odds still list the Yankees
at 3’2 to 1.
Dark has announced he’ll definitely go %vith Pleree, 33, the
’Tatty oonthpaw vsho miser 11311%
g
in Candlestick Park
lost

Time Out

and boaoto II 1? -0 reriOrd there.
It Pierce wino, then It probably
%%Ill he Billy O’Dell in the
enth KAMP.
"It’ll go seven games," said
manager Alvin Dark. "Whoever
takes the seventh takes it all."
! "We have a great record in our
own park." said 35-year-old lefthander Billy Pierce, who’ll pitch
the sixth game when the World
I Series returns to San Francisco
today with the New York Yankees
leading in victoties 3-2. "We still
have a good chance to win it."
Pierce loot the opener at San
Francisco last Thursday hut
he’ll have four days of rest before his next start and he vAms
he’ll he ready to prevent the
Yankees from winning their
20th world championship. He has
won I? games while losing only
OM. in that park.

In the Giant clubhouse after
Wednesday’s 5-3 defeat on an
With JOHN HENRY
eighth Inning homer by Ton,
Sports Editor
Tresh good for three runs off
Jack Sanford, most of the loseis
Records have been broken right and left in the past few yeam still were full of fight. But nod
This year Maury Wills broke Ty Cobb’s 47 -year-old stolen base record Sanford.
of 96. hy stealing 97 bases in 156 games and 104 in 162 games.
"This is the one we wanted a
Last year Roger Mans was the record breaker as he crashed out win, the big one." he said in cm
61 home runs. Although officially he will have an asterisk beside his barely audible voice.
But after holding the Yankees
name as having performed the feat in 162 games, he still holds a record.
to two runs on three hits for
One record seems to have endured the years. however. Owen
seven innings, Sanford gave till
"Chief" Bender set a record of 36 triples in 1912 that still stands.
sillOY% 00 Tony Ilittlwk and
No other player since 1900 has hit more than 26 triples in one
Bobby Riehardson %vith one tad
season and the average yearly leader nowadays hits only about a dozen.
in the eighth and then Tresh
Inasmuch as 1962 marks the 50th anniversary of Bender’s record home:ell to %%rap up the victory.
breaking performance. it is unlikely that it will be broken.
"I tried for a strike on the outNot only is it a record for the major leagues, it is also the all- side corner but it was a fast ball
time record for organized baseball. regardless of the number of game - right up the middle and that was
played during any season.
Sanford said. ’I was tryitg;
hm strike him out with two 1111.!1
WI and Mickey Mantle coming up
When Chuck Hiller unloaded his grand -slam home run against
Wynn’s
the New York Yankees on Wednesday a thought of Early
n’’’N’Ilt...was the %%mist game we bay,
came to mind.
played in a long time," Dark said.
When questioned about brushback pitches or knockdowns, which- but he refused to elahorate
ever you will call them. Wynn said, "These brushbacks and knock- cent to parry a question with.
downs used to be more of an accepted thing. And I tell you one thing. "What kind of a first Inning Mi
If they weren’t so buddy-daddy about it now. you wouldn’t see so you call that?"
many ridiculous hornets by those puny .250 hitters."
Second baseman Chuck Hiller
the- and first baseman Willie. MeCovey
to Wynn the pitchers aren’t tough enough on the
both made err.11s in the inning alhatters.
He is still bitter about the 1954 World Series in which Dusty though the Yankees didn’t score.
ihttlzplessinogflethe then New York Giants beat him with a homer and Sanford bailed himself out with a
double play after catching a liner
by Tresh and throwing to film to
What did Dusty hit for the home run? "I’ll tell you, the first
double Richardson. McCovey tried
thing he hit was the ground." snapped Wynn, still as mad about that
to turn it into a triple play by
hoop hit of Rhodes as he was eight years ago in the Polo Grounds.
throwing to second in an effort to
Some might disagree with the "Old Warrior." hut they can’t argue
trap Kills.k Ian Tony got baek
with his success. 299 wins in his big league career.
safely
High school and college baseball coaches have been anniyr,1 A !I h
! the interference of major league scouts with their ball play.o s
the past few years.
With all 20 major league trams trying to outbid each other
the best talent available. the bonus race has gotten out of hand.
’rake the case ot Bob Bailey. who was reported to have accept.0
$150,000 to sign with the Pittsburgh Pirates.
When he was just 15 years old and a ninth grade student at
I:each, he could have had S30,000 just -to keep a certain team ;II
mind for the future."
Perhaps in the Inture the scouts will he looking for basels0,
play!ers in kinder_!!,(m. Perhaps at that age the boys will sign I.
1,- than !,115,(11.1,

HOLIDAY FAST SERV
II

From tile Library
Fernando
1th and

Delicious Fish-wich
with spicy tartar sauce

lbctic:ItStart at the end
TilderllY 46219(ii arid
; Bob Davis (6’2" 1951, while Di.*
! Peasley will also see a lot of actIon
Fred Heron, a 6’4" 227 -pound
Jatnes Lick High graduate, will
replace the injured Webber at left
tackle, while Roger Miller .6’
2101 will draw the starting right
tackle assignment.
Terry Donahue 1511"
Itsni
gets the nod at left guard. while
1951 will probBill Wilsey 161"
ably be the starting right guard.
Boh Johnstone, a 6’2" 205-ixiund
’enter from Arroyo, rounds out the
starting eleven.

USED CAR CORNER
6

Falcon
2 door
61 Falcon "Fsitural’
59 Chvrolat
4 door sedan
60 Chevrolet -Impala

Make
RESERVATIONS
Now For

at
WORLD’S LOWEST
AIRFARES
Ree...: (each way, with hot ’nee
and sleeper seats)
HAWAII
NEW YORK
7.HICAGO
3ALLAS
MIAMI
3ETRO1T
’HILADELPHIA

CH 1-2626

1.1.STA TRAVEL
Sunday through Thursdar
400000O3C47/*

"READING
IS TO
THE MIND
WHAT
EXERCISE
THE BODY."
SIR RICHARD STEELE

Juicy Hot Dogs

11(
;rtrulay

S\

HOLIDAY
TRAVELING

King Size Hamburger
A Meal In itself"

or\

52 295

(Class OF ’51)
1199 S. First St.
CV 2-7587

IS TO

It

$1 195
$1,195

EARL WILLIAMS
MOTORS

39e
C)

$1 495

Spartan Bookstore
"Right On Campus"

580
’80
69
60

81

’80

go

-Pa

CP ART %V DATILY-7

Friday net. 12 VA.,

Spartan Gridders Face Idaho Tomorrow
San Jose State Favored
For 1st Time This Season

:ootball Star Told,
Gain Some Weight’
By CAROL EWEN SEN
-You’ve got to gain a little more
eight." said Coach Bob Titchenal
the tall, but lanky, young man
to stood before him three years
4o and was a potential SJS foot al player.
Since then, this aspirant has besite an outstanding end on the
[’arum football team. He’s known
; Dave Johnson, a junior physical
lucation major from Long Beach.
Mill- had thls first encounter
aith Titchenal when he came to

right

Oran 4liptSkop

Itili
while
prob.
guard.
pound
iut the

47 North First Strelet

a
1017
v’d I IONs
Fleischman - Nh. ’..1
Alice Muriel ’hail
(:1"4.702,)
135 ltstN9.11.1.1%1

Dis

495
.795
.195
2 295

FOR RELAXATION
Play

MINIATURE GOLF

35c

OPEN II A.M.
REFRESHMENTS

Per Game

JOSIE’S
PEE WEE GOLF
382 E. Santa Clara 292-5811
Specials lor church, school groups

SAVE
2,

3,PER

380
’80

REG.

69
60

299
.991
.8 0

ETHYL
319

MAJOR OIL CO. GASOLINE

PURITAN OIL CO.
4th &

William - 6th & Keyes
10th & Taylor

the SJS campus VI
his sister
Who was then a student here.
She hoped that while lie was
still in high school and undecided us to tv here he uould attend college, he might choose
S.1 s.
Johnson then returned to Woodrow Wilson High School and continued to play an end position on
its football team. By his senior
year he had caught the most total
passes in the school’s history and
was v o t ed the most valuable
player.
It then became time for Dave
to choose a college. Nine schools
contacted him with offers but he
chose SJS because "I always had
it in my mind to come here." He
added, "I want eventually to teach
in this state and San Jose has a
good physical education department"
Once back at SJS, this time
with a full scholarship, Johnson
played for the. (rush football
team and earned the "best back"
award. He also played shortstop
on the frosh baseball team and
%Oil go smut for its varsity this
spring. Baseball had also been
one of his sports In high school.
Last year Dave did not participate in any sports because of a
knee injury. When he joined the
varsity team this fall, Coach Titchenal saw a different man. He
WILS 25 pounds heavier and much
more experienced in the game of
football.
Before the Oregon-SJS game
two weeks ago, Dave was rated
eleventh in the nation in pass
receiving. He has ca ught nine
passes for a total of 155 yards
thus far.
His outstanding game was
against Utah State where he
caught four passes for 90 yards.
He also intercepted one pass in
the Oregon game for eight
yards.
Johnson feels that the team
should "go all the way" in the
coming games because now "we’re
down against teams that are more
in our league."
"We’ve been up against topnotch teams like Cal and Oregon
and have had trouble with scoring but we’re working on this
and we should 100k good from
now on," stated Dave. By the
Stanford game "we will have
built our confidence up high
enough to beat them," he continued.
Dave will be up against "power
sweeps" in tomorrow night’s game
with Idaho but he said "we will
beat them but we can’t underestimate them because they always give us a good game."
After graduation Johnson will
coach high school sports and play
pro-football if the opportunity
arises.

Booters Play Cal

Bruce
Olson*
says

San Jose Slate’s soccer team
will attempt to snap a four-game
losing streak Monday night when
it plays host to a stiong University of California squad in Spartan
Stadium at S.
Slobodan Galeb, who saw only
limited action at fullback last
week against USF, will return to
his regular position, goalie, against
the Bears.

By JOHN HENRY
for their first win of the season. times for 339 yards and an as
For the first time this year the The general feeling is that this
of 42.a yards. Doss has
San Jose State grinders are fa- will be a big week. One player kicked 14 times for 542 yards and
vored to win when they meet summed up the team’s feeling by an average of 38.7.
Idaho Saturday night at 8 in Spar- saying. "If we can get our offense
Johnny Johnson leads the squads
tan Stadium.
going we should be able to win in scoring with 14 points on two
Both Idaho and San Jose have easily. Even if we don’t we should TD s and a two-point PAT. Roberts. Collett and Elder have six
inexperienced ball clubs, but the us :ti
Spartans seemed to jell defensively
Altt
h the. Spartans haven’t
against Oregon last week. Of
mon a game this season they
the team didn’t do too well ha% e mane impressls e individual
but the main obstacle was the statistics.
big Oregon line which forced the
"Midnight
Walt Roberts has an average
Spartans to run up the middle.
Bow’ rig
of 31 yards on kick-off returns
Quarterback Rand Carter, who to lead the club. Johnny Johnson
Rorncntic?"
was running tel halt speed for is second in average at 21 yards.
the game last ueek, has 1111 Little Jerry Collett has been
proved and will probably start
the workhorse, taking nine kickagainst the Vandals, Coach Bob , offs
for NO yards and an average
Titchenal said.
of 20 yards.
On the other hand, Idaho’s No. Pete Demos has returned one
1 quarterback, Gary Mires, re- kick-off for 20 yards and Cass
ceived an injury to his hand in Jackson another for 17.
practice this week that requiredl
Collett is nee leader In puni
eight stitches. He is a doubtful
TOP PASS RECEIVER, end Dave Johnson, will see action in toreturns, with an average. of lii
starter
for
Idaho.
morrow’s game against Idaho. Johnson has caught nine passes
with
In his place the Vandals will yards. Roberts is second
this season for a total of 155 yards. Before the Oregon game,
PALM BOWL
probably use No. 2 man. Gary two returns for 18 yards.
he was rated eleventh in the nation for pass receiving.
Larry Doss and Bob
W. San Carlos
Gagnon. According to the reports
1523
the Spartans have on Idaho. Gag- ace fighting for the team
CY 4-2810
[tome,:
non is the better passer of the two. Imnting. Paterson has
Gagnon is a little man, standing a.V4q41 I Ok,
.
5-10 and weighing only 160 pounds.
The injured Mires is 6-1, 190
pounds.
America’s Most Beautiful Ho/bran
The Vandals starting line finds
only one man that weighs less than
Upsets and near upsets were in was 12-2 as ATO just did score 200 pounds. Left. end Larry Stachorder in Wednesday’s independent on a safety.
ler is the "small man" weighing
C league action saw the Saints in at 195. The biggest man in the
league games.
In the B league, the Phi Sigs take a forfeit decision from Foun- line is 228-pound left tackle ElSUNDAY
ea1PI,
lost its first game when the Pink tain Hall.
lery Brown. Not far behind is
through
TKR1
AS,
Die 1?1,iinelander
Activities on the intramural cal- 225-pound center Bob Ames.
Tub Annex surprised them and
THURSDAY
won its first game. The Annex won endar include the "Little 500"
Band
If Carter doesn’t start for the
Wilda
bicycle race coming up on Nov. Spartans, Titchenal plans to use
A
by a 12-6 margin.
The Phi Sigs’ loss allowed the 10 with the time trials on Nov. 3. senior quarterback Dave BonilBaughn
Fri. & Sat. Nites
DSP No. 2 team to take sole pos- Four-men teams will be used in la%
a^,. Her Piano t-4:
session of first place in the B the relay type race. Two men will
Everyone else seems to be in
division. But the DSP team had be alternates.
top shape, according to Titchenal.
garden City .Jtiollratt
Students are also reminded that Wendell Schell will still be out.
to down the Rebels and did, 19-13.
I1 7- .102
51 So. Market
SAE No. 2 won its second game the Turkey Trot on Nov. 16 is I however, with a liver ailment.
against one loss by nipping the !less than a month away.
_n_n
The Spartans are still looking
AFROTC, 13-6.
The Cal -Hawaiians ran its A
league record to three straight
wins and are now even with the
Red Hoard. The Cal-Hawaiians
trounced the ARCYTC. 21-7. But
I’m at Damn? Mood
close on these teams’ heels is the
Beaver squad which has now won
its last three games after dropping
1
its first by a forfeit. The Beaver
01
Tea Wm, You Um* Ton
team edged Markham Hall, 7-0.
In other B league action, the
Raiders trounced the "Libidos"
by a 25-0 score.
ill vim a timy
Moulder Hall won its first game
by employing a tough defense
against ATO No. 2. The final score

Undefeated Teams Head
Independent Leagues

Old World Charm in Dining
Authentic Bavarian Food
MiNic Every Night

13.
L

ri .2

Dave Brubeck
Ray Conniff
Miles Davis

The Brothers Four

Distance Men
Head for Meet
Prepared for its second rim of
the year, the San Jose State cross
country team travels to Sacramento State tomorrow to compete
in the capitol school’s invitational
meet.
Ready to go for the Spartans
are the top fulmars who have
shown Coach Dean Miller the
most this season. Heading this list
are Jeff Fishbaek, Danny Murphy,
Ron Davis, Ben Tucker, Jose Azevedo, Horace Whitehead and Gene
Gurule.
Gurule and Murphy are newcomers to the varsity this year.
Gurule was an outstanding junior
college distance man last year.
Murphy placed nationally for the
SJS trash team in 1961.

Andre Previn
L.A. lore

Duke Ellington
P11.40

Carmen McRae
ParoOKI04 Jo,

Roy Hamilton
Gerry Mulligan
To OW
ass Is Thom

I
The HI-Lo’s
,

Ccevep Up ROM

Lambert, Hendri
Cksraboret

tt You’ll find the best answer tO
your life insurance problems both now and later -in College
Life’s famous, college
men’s Poi14. The Benefactor, Let me tell
YOU about it ,)

CRISMAN’S MARKET
(Formerly Chargin’s 5th St. Market)
meals that you enjoy most begin
right here with top quality Grocer-

The
351 N. 26th Street
San Jose, Calif.
Tel: 298-6031

,"firc,moling
THE COLLEGE
LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
OF AMERICA

offal.

the only Company selling
tosively to College Men

seal

A Servtc

of Columbos

rAeLsa isormaI

Open Under New Management

*BRUCE OLSON

Wl
’COLUMBIA SPECIAL PRODUCTS
Records

Buddy Greco

Great new record offer (9.98 value)... just $1.00
when you buy Sheaffer’s back-to-school special!

ies, Fresh Meets, Breakfast Rolls,
Ready-made Sandwiches, and much
all at prices that
more
keep the food bills DOWN.
Open Mon. thru Set from 7.30
397 So Stir St.
cm. to 8:30 p.m. Sun. 9:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.

Miele

Now when you buy your Sheaffer Carlr’dge Pen for
school, you get 98e worth of Skrip cartridges FREE, ..a
P.93 value for just $2.96. Look for ShenfTer’n haek-toschool special now at stores everywhere. On the bark of
the package, there’s a bonus for you ...a coupon good
for a $3.98 value Columbia limited -edition record. It’s
"Swingin’ Sound", twelve top artists playing top hits for
the first time on a 12’ L.P. This double-raise baek-toschool offer good only while they last’ So hurry, choose
your Sheaffer Cartridge Pon from five smart
... and
Lad your "sviagin. sound" /word coupon today.

SHEAFFERS BACK -TO -SCHOOL SPECIAL!
New cartridge pen with 98e worth of carimiges FRU.

’3.93 VALUE FOR ’2.95
S

gAF .

MKS

TV-

-

It-sr %WPM, DAILY
FrI13%I VI

t’

Sigma Chi,
ATO Take
Top Awards

Ps;

Student Published
Engineering Mag
On Sale Monday

fri)

Sigma Chi fraternity was pre.
sented with the spring semester
Help Week trophy at Wednesday
night’s Inter-Fraternity Council

"The Rule," official
.ttlication of the SJS engaie
alents, will be on sale begin:..
Monday. It is one of the it,a
SJS student publications. hitt htfers from the others in that It is
eimpletely a spare-time elf.irr
engineering students.
Highlights of this issue ale -to
iirtitle by Professor Helmer Nielsen. "Research and San Jose State
College." and an article by metalltsixical engineering student Bob
Johnson, on fundamental crystal
at
Students in both the science and
engineering fields will find the
magazine beneficial. In addition
to technical articles, the magazine
f gat Lire; cartoons, feature article-.
and many pictures.
The magazine will be sold 7, T
day and Tuesday at both :
entrances
to
the
Engin.,
Building and in lit:
Price Ls 25 cent -

That
cpecial
Place

ALL SHOOK UP-Everybody congratulates everybody at IFC
trophy presentation. Leff to right, IFC President Dave Loomis.
Ed Marcos president of Sigma Chi, which won Help Week
trophy; Mike Hooper, president of Alpha Tau Omega, winners
of scholarship trophy; and IFC Vice President Bud Moore.

350 Immunizations Teacher Exams
Given in One Day Scheduled Nov. 3
Written tsamin:flion for eleBy Health Center ::tentary
school teacher applicants :
Hard work and unexpected de- will be given Nov. 3, by the San
mands on Friday afternoon may Francisco Unified School District.
make some people unhappy.

The examination is required for

Not so in the case of the SJS
all mid -year teaching positions in
lent Health Center on the days
the San Francisco city schools.
they give immunizations for smallApplicants must register with
ts.x. diphtheria, tetanus, typhoid
nd influenza.
the San Francisco Unified School
Last Friday. aceoiding to Mrs. !District, 135 Van Ness Ave., San
!I !en Smith, director of the nurs- Francisco, not later than Oct. 29.
ing staff, 290 people were immunFurther information may be ohized. Mrs. Smith said that a total
tained from the Placement Center,
of 35(1 immunizations were given.
1.1c1m234.
The Student Health Service
Mrs. Smith said, is pleased with
the response which the students
have given to the weekly immunization service.

spicy) piaci. for you at
There’s
Bohannon’s.

A place whr we can cater to your
every whim. A place where that spe-

Be It luncheon or dinner hors
doeuvers or a midnight snack our
food is delectable, our service is un-

Remember. there’s a special place
’or you at Bohannon’s.

’

Morro

La Torre, contract deadline,
Women’s Recreation Association,
TH16, all day.
council meeting, WG2, 4:20 p.m.
Harry Von Zell, speech, TH55,

official United States
Isore the motto "Mind
:ness." a phrase attrikilted to Benjamin Franklin.
The:
’7-7

So. Fir,t St.

pm.umhlin g. WG21, 4:30 p.m.

2:3T

TOMORROW
Russian Club,

meeting,
1199
Lennon Way, 3 p.m.
Weekend (’u-Rare, Men’s and
Women’s Gyms, 12:30 p.m.

Spartanta
FOR SALE

see, call 1956 VW black:
EM 6 8730 in Redo -7 City.
Vt, vro

motor esclt. $850-900. 243.8533.

For sale Si MGA, red,o, ww,
payments
$400 cash. Call
take
CY 8.4733 bewr,-, 5-8 o m.
$200

.

:ed. $2L....
n’ -or 6 p.m. Rich lessen.

’59 Lembrette, Gd. r.-Jrd. best offer

Tutoring

of time.

Miss Curia asked that all painters wear "grubbies." All other materials and tools will be provided.

Spartan City

the contest which runs from
Slut.

day through to Oct. 27.
The

queen and her court will
also be present at the bonfire rally
Oct. ’26, on the Frank Dann
"Spartan Salute Oct. 23, the Borne.

coming Parade Oct. 27 and at the
football game that evening.

IlgAuts
lasarsate Swings hisseau4

Hem*. sad warded mea
11: $78 leas 811 dialog...4, sr a ale
ert lig lbas.d .
17 D.
cent divideed). Sirtile men ender
2$: 3252 lees $43 slivId.d, sr e eel
el 1201.
1111/70.11:41 Sedgy lit)ary llobility wax
Property Dame. and MO beedrd
Peernmett. OH. (01.1111 at sm.
mvirom. Paymmt. M. be
made once, twic or leer "ma,
a
near. Call or writs
marl. te George M. Comp0411.
544 Maple An.,.., Senerfairr,
It hint 1-1741 (day 11 Cite)
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Campus Demo Club
Discusses Problems
Problems of student political
clubs were discussed at Wednesday’s SJS Democratic Club meeting. The group heard James W.
Pratt, assistant professor of popitical science, talk on the subject.

Home improvement is financed
by the college. Free paint is available for redecorating-only the
labor must be provided. Furniture
and electrical repairs are free if
necessitated by normal wear and
tear. Ground maintenance and pest
control are also provided at no
extra cost.
The housing office in Adm266
handles reservations and question.,

The club’s recently elected off- regarding Spartan City.
cers presided over the meeting
Jesse Torres is the organization’s
new president. Other officers are,
Mavey Watson, vice president:
Dorothy Hanson, treasurer: and I
COFFEE SHOP
Lizbeth Lacugo, secretary.
"Where the servings are large
and the prices are right."
COME ’N STRUM

CRYSTAL CREAMERY

PAPEETE, Tahiti (UPI) - A

MANY SAN JOSE STATE
ATHLETES EAT HERE DAILY

barbershop here provides guitars

rather than magazines so customers can play, instead of read,
while waiting.
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San Jose
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Wanted hasher -

Start with a carton and you’ll end up knowing why Winston is America’s
number one filter cigarette. first in sales because it’s first in flavor.
The next time you buy cigarettes, buy pleasure by the carton.. .Winston!

HELP WANTED

-

MUM to shr. *pt. $35 rro over 21

CICSAMM7-75.1

Ride and Riders 7rom Heyward are,
47 1 ’44r 530.

RENTALS
_
Furnished room for Japanese male ::u
dent. No kitchen. 295.5261.

Mother ninth househr.,id helpe
part time sitter Pm,. bd. as.d
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Tihe
ie4e queen and her attendants
w7lb presented for the first time
at the Coronation Ball Oct. 19 at
the San Jose Civic Auditorium. The
dance will be from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
The theme for the ball, "Spardi
at Sparta." will be carried out by
decorations of Greek columns and
Painting will be done in shifts,
fountains with coloring in gold and
beginning at 9 a.m. Students may
white.
volunteer to paint for any length
The queen’s court will be pre-

Painting of the AWS Lounge
will take place tomorrow, according to Sue Curia, AWS president.
Any woman student wishing to
participate in the project is asked
to sign-up downstairs in the College Union.

papers, etc. Electric

10t1, St 293-9418.

Cali 296.5671

Coed Signup Today
For Lounge Painting

KIMO
Auto insurance
;4,
-

area

do

SERVICES

Monza hubcaps set cf 4 en. cond. $1.0
arks 269-9041 p
L

1-

and

’he Christian and Military Serv-

Superfluous hair removed for life. Nan.
e R. E. 210 S. 1st. CY 4-4499.

Typing -thesis. -

r,J,^

the homecoming parade
other service ,rojects.

Disciples DUCCF) Campus Fellowship, meeting with discussion on

PERSONALS

CY 7-15)4

,144 gond r4.4:44-1
kydro. ere.. 4ires. AL 2-2490

Duple.

Members of Spat tun Shields help
with orientation, usher at cultural
events and graduation, help with

On Oct. 25 the queen Z111.4.1
lier
will appear in downtown
San Jose to judge the Lktwntown
Merchants’ Window Display con.
test. Fifty stores are competing in

court

SUNDAY

’54 Olds, I owner

$350

To be qualified, a student must
have between 15-59 units and have
a 2.0 overall grade point average
and a 2.25 the previous semester.
In addition, he must have shown
a past interest in school activities.

Mike Hooper, Homecoming
Com
mittee chairman, will cri.,wn the
queen and present her with red
roses and a trophy. The
queen’s
court will receive white curnationt
and trophies.

Wesley Foundation, meeting
A ,’en lotNeeiend
Ride wanted
with Dr. William Stanton speakCtrs., CI’ 7-6199.
:
ing on -What is a Democrat?,"
to share "IP- SI. Paul’s Methodist Church, 6
Wanted:
4._
7.1, apt 6. 293-5345
,
pm
Ride riders - Cherry Chase 5 -Yo e
Presbyterian - Congregational 1-e Coin YO 8-1868.

Expert typing ’ern, papers. Reports-men
i rq. 293-3085.

69 S.

advisors,
departmental
zational
heads and presidents of recognized
campus organizations.

sented at approximately
pm.
with the candidates entering a%
proceeding to the Stage
Under
arched sabers formed by the it0Tc
Saber Brigade.

lounge painting signup, all day.

For sale, Two approved apt. contrec.,
Pe 297.9131 eve.

-

Students interested in memberI ship are asked to contact organi-

((ontbmad from Page I)
the Homecoming Queen will be on
Oct. 17 and 18. Wednesday and
Thursday. Booths will be located
outside the Spartan Bookstore and
the Spartan Cafeteria with voting
hours from 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
The voting by students for the
final choice in who the queen and
her attendants will be Is a variation over past years. Having judges
decide on the semi-finalists instead
of the finalists was dune this year
to give the students a greater, more
democratic voice in the actual
of their Homecoming
ccohu"ing
rt.
ANNOUNCED AT DANCE
The five semi-finalists with the
largest number of votes will be
announced at the street dance
Thursday. Oct. 18, from 6:30 to
8 p.m. The dance will be on Eighth
Street near the women’s dormi-

Albie: the gcose hangs high. Ti.

’52 Ford. 2 d

P&P

the fall semesteg, according to Ron
Smith, publicity chairman.

Associated Women Students,

CLASSIFIEDS

P;’. CY 5 ’4, -4
_ .-_

said.

485 E. Reed St., 11 am,

COIN

1,ned

to Don Ryan, assistant to the dean
of students.
Interviews for the government
, sponsored scholarships will be held
Monday through Friday, Ryan

acdiscarded, the syringes
Lambda Delta Sigma, progresto Mrs. Smith "allow no sive dinner, LDS Institute, 6:45 MONDAY
,ticc of cross infection or con- p.m.
Rule Magazine sales, Engineerina t ion."
Catholic Women’s Center, dance. ing Building entrances and Outer
-- CWS Ballroom, 8 p.m.
Quad, all day.

. -n

Poet!.y in cuisine by

1953 Chrysler -

I

Spartan Shields, suplioinor e
men’s honorary service organization, is seeking new members for

Queen Candidates’
Activities Starting

Monday is the final day students
Refreshments and entertainment ment purchased by the city council with profits from the local canmay apply for Fulbright-Hays will be provided by AWS.
teen and a recreation hall.
graduate study grants, according

Mrs. Smith said that immunizaice," Campus Christian Center,
TODAV
tions will be given every Friday.
Rally and Street Dance, Eighth 300 S. 10th St., 7 p.m.
1-4 p.m.. with the exception ot
Roger Williams Fellowship.
street its front of Royce Hall,
holidays and breaks, at H130 dur:3!:10 p.m.
meeting with discussion on Cuba,
ing the fall and spring semesters.
Young Republicans, meeting, Grace Baptist Church, 6:15 p.m.
Plastic, disposable syringes are
Hilted, meeting with lox and
SI42. 11 a.m.
:-tel for the immunizations, Mrs.
TASC, meeting, TH39, 3:30 p.m. bagel brunch, Omega Delta Nu,
-:11:th said. Used only once and

beatable.

57 Chevy convert. auto. PS+B.

Fulbright Deadline

Spartaguide

ciI evening may start or end.

1,401

meeting.
The trophy, sponsored by Alpha
Tau Omega, Ls presented each semester to the house contributing
the most outstanding service work
and house work during Help Week.
Bud Moore, IFC vice president
and head of the Help Week evaluation committee, said the competition was very close, with Delta
Upsilon and Sigma Phi Epsilon
tying for second place.
All houses participated in the
IFC community service project
during Help Week in addition to
working on their own houses.
Alpha Tau Omega won the scholarship trophy with a 2.59 grade
point average for the spring semester. The trophy Is sponsored
each semester by Sigma Chi.
ATO’s average bested the allmen’s average of 2.45.
Phi Sigma Kappa had the highest average for the entire year,
averaging 2.46 for the year as
compared to the 2.39 average for
all men.

’Spartan Shields
Seeks Members

CI

CLASSIFIED RATES:
25c line first insertion
20e line succeeding insertions
2 line minimum

1

Get Your Party
Dress This Week
Dent oat another week to buy
Inc dress for that special Hern-

,-.0mng doe. Perry’s has a complete selection of beautiful new fall
styles in Cocktail and party dr e

from $19.95

To

PLACE AN AD:
Call of Student Affairs OfficeRoom 16, Tower Hall, or
Send in Handy Order Monk
with Clock or Money Order.
No Phone Orders

206 Snu+1, Fit-st Street

298-3155
ee’

PURE WHITE.
MODERN FILTER

PLUS

FILTER - BLEND UP FRONT

mst n

stes good

like a cigarette should!
c.

